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1 INTRODUCTION  

The production system already installed in which it had a Mobileye / TRW 

solution, could acquire real-time images of highway characteristics and storage 

in the EyeQ Client system on the host computer called Laptop. The Laptop was 

a computer that also supported the CANape software tools of Vector Informatik 

and the TAG of the database server to classify the highways. 

For additional image capture, a Logitech C920 type camera was installed 

on the front of the vehicle directly connected to the Laptop where the media was 

stored by Vector Informatik's CANApe software. CANape software can acquire 

data in parallel from the Logitech C920, CAN buses and GPS. 

A global positioning system via GPS has been specified and installed on 

the vehicle. It basically consisted of a GPS antenna, an ublox 6 GPS interface, 

and an Arduino MEGA 2560 processor. The GPS signal was transferred via the 

NMEA 0183 protocol to the Laptop. When registering CAN messages, all this 

information will be available to all development teams. 

The acquisition of serial data by the CAN bus was carried out through a 

concentrate of type VN 1630A in which they were thus sent directly to the Laptop 

in the CANape software. The CAN frames came from the three buses (CAN_1, 

CAN_2, and CAN_BH) available that consisted of the topology of the vehicle. 

The Laptop also has an environment classification tool according to the 

road tests performed, thus providing functionalities that the data could be 
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transferred and external HD during the trip and how much in the laboratory, could 

thus be stored in the main database. 
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2 DATA ACQUISITION IN CANAPE 

Vector’s CANape is a software for measuring, calibrating, diagnosing and 

flashing ECUs. This document explores CANape’s measurement application 

area, to specify the necessary settings to acquire data from the purposed devices 

properly. 

The logging strategy presented in this document is a validated method to 

acquire vehicle sensor, camera, global positioning and environmental 

classification data. The data stream is obtained by Vector CANape using the 

hardware shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Hardware List 

Data Acquisition Hardware Software 

Video Logitech C920 Vector CANape 

GPS CANgps (ublox 6) Vector CANape 

CAN frames VN1630A Vector CANape 

 

Vector CANape log configuration is based on the Figure 1 architecture. 

It illustrates the used hardware and vehicle; the arrows indicate the information 

flow. 
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Figure 1: Vector Hardware Architecture with Arduino/ublox6 

An alternative architecture is given by Figure 2, in this case, CANgps 

substitute the PCAN bus. 
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Figure 2: Vector Hardware Architecture with CANgps 

The interface to acquire CAN signal the VN1630A with 2 natives 1051cap 

transceivers and 2 additional CANpiggies 1051cap, making it possible to acquire 

data from 4 high-speed CAN buses. Logitech C920 video files are stored in 

640x480 with H.264 compression. Global Positioning System (GPS) signals are 

generated either by ublox6 or CANgps module, according to the tests both 

modules produce signals with comparable accuracy. 

 

2.1 VN1630A CHANNELS CONFIGURATION 

In CANape each CAN channel is set as an individual device. The steps 

to configure a CAN bus measurement consists of specifying the network 

properties (Type, Baudrate), the hardware channel and assign it to a DBC file. A 

DBC is a database containing the properties of the CAN network, the ECUs 

connected to the bus and the CAN messages and signals, for further information 

Vector CANdb++ offer options for visualizing and modifying DBC data. 

To configure a hardware, select New device right-clicking Devices in the 

Symbol Explorer. Figure 3 shows the newly opened window, in this document 

the procedure to configure CAN, GPS and Camera is explained. 
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Figure 3: New Device Window 

First, to configure a VN1630A CAN channel specify a name then click 

CAN in the window. In the next step, you need to specify the CAN bus database 

file, in this case, a DBC file. 

In the next window open the network settings windows clicking on the 

New network. The window Settings for Network is illustrated in Figure 4; the 

user should enter the network name, specify the CAN bus channel and its baud 

rate.  

 
Figure 4: Settings for Network 
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The four VN1630A channels are configured according to Table 2 

contained information about CAN Bus name, channel, and baud rate. 

Table 2. CAN Channels List 

Channel CAN Bus Baud Rate (kbps) 

CAN 1 C-CAN1 500 

CAN 2 C-CAN2 500 

CAN 3 CAN-BH 125 

CAN 4 Private CAN 500 

 

2.2 LOGITECH C920 CAMERA CONFIGURATION 

In the New Device window select Camera or File, then specify the video 

source as depicted in Figure 5. 

                      1 2

3

 
Figure 5: C920 Configuration 

Logitech C920 device is set to record video data. Therefore it is not 

necessary to enable the audio source in the software. Before starting a 

measurement, the user must always check the camera drivers and focus 

parameter following the procedure: 

In video source Properties/Camera Control disable the Auto Focus 

checkbox and manually set the Focus to 0, avoiding the camera to lose focus due 

to other vehicles and street lights; 

In the stream, properties set the Color Space/Compression to H264 and 

the Output Size to 640x480. 
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Occasionally the OS automatically updates the camera driver leading to 

measurement errors; this topic is addressed in the Road Test Assessment 

document. 

 

2.3 GPS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 

To insert a GPS device into the measurement, follow the procedure. In 

New Device window select GPS. The CANape configuration consists in 

specifying the COM Port and its baud according to Figure 6. If the configuration 

is done correctly, the right corner will show the GPS coordinates X, Y, and Z, as 

well as information about the number of satellites in view and in use. 

 
Figure 6: Arduino GPS Configuration on CANape  

A particular section in this document will address the strategy for GPS 

signals logging using Arduino.  

At the end of the configuration at CANape’s Symbol Explorer, the device 

list is presented according to Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: CANape Device List 
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2.4 RECORDER CONFIGURATION 

In this document, five recorders were configured over CANape 

Measurement Configuration by Table 3. The split measurement option has 

been set to control the size of the output files. 

Table 3. CANape Recorders 

Recorder Name Description Split time 
(seconds): 

Format 

LOG_MDF Log CAN-1, CAN-2, PCAN and CAN-BH 
signals, C920 video files and GPS signals. 

600 MF4 

LOG_BLF Log CAN-1, CAN-2, PCAN and CAN-BH 
signals. 

600 BLF 

LOG_DB Log road slope classification signal and 
specific CAN signals. 

600 MF4/TXT 

GPS Log GPS coordinates and its respective ID, 
GPS satellites in use and GPS satellites in 
view.   

600 MF4 

GPS_CANape Log all GPS related signals available on 
CANape. 

-  

 

The recorders are configured in Measurement Configuration 

(F4)/Recorder list. Observe Figure 8, in this window the recorder name (1), 

output file name (2) and MDF version (3) were configured. 

 

1

2

              3
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Figure 8: LOG_MDF Recorder 

Each Recorder on CANape’s Recorder list generates the log files in the 

specified format at different folders. The standardized Recorder file name format 

is illustrated in Figure 9 it contains numeric counter, date and hour macros. 

File Folder

Counter

Date

Time

 
Figure 9: Standardized Log File Name 

In the Options tab, you can configure a time for split the measurement 

file, according to Figure 10. All recorders must be configured to split the file after 

ten minutes except GPS_CANape this one will trace the complete route made 

during a measurement. 

 
Figure 10: Recorder Option Tab 

To insert the signals to be logged on recorder, right-click on Recorded 

Signals then specify the wanted signals in the list as in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Recorded Signals 

To create a BLF recorder right-click in Recorder list and choose New BLF 

recorder the remaining procedure is the same used to configure an MDF 

recorder. 

 

2.5 CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW 

To summarize the above mentioned configurations, in Figure 12 a 

possible user interface along the tests is presented. It is also possible visualizing 

data graphically, or the raw frames of CAN bus using Graphic or Write Window 

respectively. 

 
Figure 12: CANape User Interface 
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3 MEASUREMENT FILES REPLAY 

Replaying a logged file is a useful feature for evaluation of data and 

functions available in CANape. A use case is provided by the function 

implemented in Road Inclination Auto-Classification [1] in this application the 

calibration variables were adjusted evaluating signals behaviour in measurement 

files. 

There are two replay modes in CANape. In the first one, the 

measurement file is loaded and executed for offline analysis. In the second mode, 

a CANreplay is configured allowing the use of previously recorded data in a new 

measurement; this approach can be used to test and calibrate functions during 

development. In this document, the first mode will be referenced as Analysis 

Replay and the second as CANreplay. 

 

3.1 ANALYSIS REPLAY 

The first step to configure an analysis replay is the loading of a 

measurement file on Symbol Explorer/Measurement files as depicted in Figure 

13. 

 

Figure 13: Load Measurement File 

After selecting a measurement file (e.g., a .MF4), it is possible to drag and 

drop selected signals to the Measurement Window. This step is shown in Figure 

14. 
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Figure 14: Importing Signals to the Measurement Window 

Finally, to start the replay go to the menu Analysis/Play/Play. The signals 

execute in time synchronization, thus moving the video cursor the other signals 

will automatically update its values to the referred time as Figure 15 illustrates. 

 

Figure 15: Time Synchronization 
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3.2 CANREPLAY 

To properly configure a CANreplay it is first needed to have a CAN device 

configured (refer to the tech report Data Acquisition in CANape [2]). However, the 

bus is likely assigned to physical device (such as VN1630A) channel; then it will 

be necessary to configure the channel as a Virtual CAN Bus. To do this, go to 

Device and open Vector hardware configuration, then follow Figure 16 

instructions. 

1
2 3

 

Figure 16: Virtual CAN Bus Assignment 

Proceeding, configure CANreplay as a Device.The procedure is similar 

to configuring a CAN device, except for the last window, illustrated in Figure 17, 

in this window the user must specify the log file (1), the played messages (2) and 

the player settings (3). 

1)

2)

3)

 

Figure 17: CANreplay Configuration 
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Having set it, select the signals to display in the measurement window go 

to Measurement/Start without recording. If the configuration is made correctly, 

the user will be able to see the logged signals being replicated as if they were 

being captured in real-time, like in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: CANreplay 
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4 CANAPE DATAMINING 

Measurement data evaluation is one of the application areas of Vector’s 

CANape, the data mining module allows offline analysis of signals in a high 

number of stored measurement files. The user can setup and configures a CASL 

function, a Matlab/Simulink model, an algebraic condition or a script to run as 

search method. In this document two use cases are performed to give the user 

an approach over data mining’s facilities, the Use Case 1 is a standard search 

and, Use Case 2, a data mining search with specific treatment.  

In CANape the data mining module is represented by  

Figure 19 icon. 

 
Figure 19: Data mining icon 

When the user clicks on data mining icon, a hierarchical structure of 

folder is presented as shown in Figure 20. The basic steps to perform a search 

over data mining are the following: 

 Select the files of interest in Files filter list; 

 Insert and configure search algorithms in Methods; 

 Specify scripts to run between files or before and after an analysis 

in Option; 

 Start the analysis; 

 Evaluate data mining results. 
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1) Select files
2) Insert and configure methods
3) Specify result options

4) Start a analysis

5) Evaluate results

 
Figure 20: Standard Search Procedure 

4.1 USE CASE 1  

Proposing a case in which the user aims to find, over a measurement file, 

situations in which the vehicle speed is superior to 60 km/h and the road slope is 

lower than 0%. Thus, after configuring the File filter list, to perform this search, 

right-click Methods (left side, number two in Figure 20) and configure an 

algebraic condition method in data mining according to Figure 21. The 

constraints for data mining search (Search Method) are specified. 
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Search Method

 
Figure 21: Algebraic Condition Method 

To perform the search click in Figure 20 item 4, after executing the 

search, analyze the results in CANape environment by double clicking the 

selected Hit on Symbol Explorer/Data mining results as illustrated in Figure 

22. A hit is created whenever the search method condition is satisfied. Note that, 

by default, CANape do not return the hit period, only immediate results. 

 Vehicle Speed and Slope Signals

Data mining hits

 
Figure 22: UC1 - Data Mining Results 
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4.2 USE CASE 2  

In this case, the problem consists in to create a search function that 

generates hits when the requirements to system functioning are met but the 

system is not armed, and a complementary function that generates hits when the 

requirements are met and the system is ready to act. 

Five requirements were considered in the search to assure that 

Mobileye’s system is ready to intervene: 

 The vehicle must be turned on; 

 Vehicle speed must be greater than 60 km/h; 

 There is no emergency system acting; 

 The camera is not blinded;  

 There are no fault messages from Mobileye system on the bus. 

According to established, Figure 23 shows the search algorithm 

architecture in the block diagram. 

Configure a File 
filter list

Configure the 
Method

Options Start analysis

Delimit the .MF4 
files to perform the 
search

FindError: Create 
the search hits. For 
each situation there 
is two hits, one for 
positive edge and 
another for negative 
edge.

Odometer: 
Calculates 
gOdometerMax and 
gOdometerMin for 
each file

Script before each 
file: Reset 
gOdometerMax and 
gOdometerMin 
stored values.

Script after each 
file: Returns the 
distance covered by 
the vehicle in that 
file.

 
Figure 23: Search Algorithm Architecture in Data Mining 

Note that in FindError search function a hit is created in the find of a 

situation and another is created at the end of that situation. This strategy is 

justified by CANape’s lack of an option to return the hit period. The result of a 
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search can be observed in Figure 24. The hits ending are also available in the 

Graphic Window. 

Hit_5_end Hit_6Hit_5

Data mining hits

 
Figure 24: UC1 – Data Mining Results 

The FindError function prototype can be analyzed in Appendix A. In 

Appendix B an example of.CSV file generated in a search is presented. 
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APPENDIX A 

function FindError (var DisplaySts, var VehicleSpeedVSOSig,var 

ABSactive,var PartialOdometer,var TotalOdometer) 

{ 

/* FCA/UTFPR  

 * Create hits whenever the searched condition is fulfilled 

 * David Carvalho Andrade 

 * William Omoto 

 */ 

  char hitname[20]; 

  char meters[20]; 

  char odometer[20]; 

  // Verificação das condições de funcionamento do sistema 

  if ((DisplaySts != 0) && (DisplaySts != 160) && (DisplaySts != 161) 

&& (DisplaySts != 240) && (VehicleSpeedVSOSig > 60) && (ABSactive == 

0) && (DisplaySts != 6) && (DisplaySts != 7) && (DisplaySts != 8) && 

(DisplaySts != 9) && (DisplaySts != 10) && (DisplaySts != 11) && 

(DisplaySts != 12) && (DisplaySts != 102))   

  { 

  gHitFlag = 1; 

  // Cria o hit na borda de subida 

    if (gHitFlag == 1 && gHitFlag_pre!= gHitFlag) 

    { 

      gHitIndex++; 

      SPrint(hitname,"Hit_%d", gHitIndex); 

      // Ler o tempo e a kilometragem do início da condição 

      gHitTime = time(DisplaySts); 

      gKm = PartialOdometer; 

      //SPrint(meters,"%d",gKm*1000); 

      DataMiningCreateHit(gHitTime, "","", hitname); 

      gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

      return 1; 

    } 

  } 

  else 

  { 

    gHitFlag = 0; 

    // Fecha o hit na borda de descida 

      if (gHitFlag_pre != gHitFlag) 

      { 

        SPrint(hitname,"Hit_%d", gHitIndex); 

        StrCat (hitname,"_end"); 

        SPrint(meters,"%d",(PartialOdometer-gKm)*1000); 

        DataMiningCreateHit(time(DisplaySts), "", meters, hitname); 

        //Calcular o intervalo de tempo e kilometragem do início do 

hit ao fim 

        gTimeInterval[gHitIndex] = time(DisplaySts) - gHitTime; 

        gKmInterval[gHitIndex] = PartialOdometer - gKm; 

        gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag; 

        return 1; 

      } 

  } 

//  gHitFlag_pre = gHitFlag;//  return 0;} 
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APPENDIX B 

The algorithm below is embedded at Arduino MEGA 2560 to allow the GPS 

application in CANape. 

/* GPS FCA/UTFPR 

 * Arduino MEGA 2560 and ITEAD GPS Shield v1.1  

 * Send raw NMEA data to serial port at 19200 kbaud  

 * David Carvalho Andrade 

*/ 

// TinyGPS https://github.com/mikalhart/TinyGPS 

#include "TinyGPS.h" 

TinyGPS gps; 

// GPS TX PIN 5 -> PIN 19 

#define GPS_TX_DIGITAL_OUT_PIN 5 

// GPS RX PIN 6 -> PIN 18 

#define GPS_RX_DIGITAL_OUT_PIN 6 

// Declare Variables 

long startMillis; 

int GPScycle=1000; // GPS cycle in milliseconds 

// Comment if debug is not necessary 

#define DEBUG 

 

void setup() 

{ 

  // Serial DEBUG 

  #ifdef DEBUG 

  Serial.begin(19200); 

  #endif 

  // Serial1 is GPS 

  Serial1.begin(38400);//38400 ITEAD 9600 SKM53 

  // Prevent controller jumper pins 5 and 6 from interfering with the 

signal from GPS 

  pinMode(GPS_TX_DIGITAL_OUT_PIN, INPUT); 

  pinMode(GPS_RX_DIGITAL_OUT_PIN, INPUT); 

  // Millis: Returns the number of milliseconds since the Arduino 

board began running the current program. 

  startMillis = millis(); 

  Serial.println("Starting GPS"); 

} 

 

void loop() 

{ 

  readLocation(); 

} 

 

// Function readLocation 

void readLocation(){ 

  unsigned long chars = 0; 

  // For 'GPScycle' milliseconds parse GPS data and report some key 

values 

  for (unsigned long start = millis(); millis() - start < GPScycle;) 

  { 

    while (Serial1.available()) 
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    { 

      int c = Serial1.read(); 

      Serial.print((char)c); 

      ++chars; 

    } 

  }  

  // Check 

  if (chars == 0){ 

  // If the device has not got any chars check the wiring 

    Serial.println("Check wiring"); 

  } 

} 
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